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Jadavpur, Kolkata
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Ph:-9830049507

Date:-   f`    ;'   ,Au°u*   20?t

Sub:   Information sought under RTI Act, 2005.

Ref.:   Your Application dated  10.03.2021.

This  has  reference  to  your  above  mentioned  RTI   application  dated
10.03.2021,  received in this division on  12.03.2021.

2.        In  respect  of  the  information  sought  by  you  in  your  aforesaid  RTI
application, the requisite information is furnish below ad-seriatim:

SI  No. Query Query Replv
1. Do the computer systems in all the offices refer 11.  Central Server

to any local servers for the operational IST or is
there a central server for dissemination?

2. How   the   reference   time   is   obtained,   which 11.         It         comes
helps  to   setup  the  time  in  the  local  and/or directly  from  the
central servers? Internet

3. Is  any  specific  procedure  followed  to  verify the 11.   No

authenticity of this reference time?
4. How   periodically   is   the   correctness   of   this I.  Daily

reference time checked?
5. Are  any  outages  or link  failures  faced  in your 11.  NO

network?
6. Can  the  causes  for  outages  or  link  failure  in 11.  N.A.

your network be identified?
7. How   soon   can   the   issue   stated   above   the N.A.

rectified,  and  an  analysis  of these  failures  be
undertaken?

8. Are any physical logbook maintained, for clock 11.  No
time setting of the system and the occurrences
of outages and link failures?



9. Are  you  aware  of  the  existing  of  any  secure, 11.  No
certified,      prec.ise,      traceable      IST      (Indian
Standard Time)  made available as a service, to
help   avoid   the   incidents   of  outages/failures
and get better resources utilisation?

10. Has    your    department    ever    considered    or No
discussed   the   impact   of  authenticated   legal
Indian   Standard   Time   (IST)   on   the   different
functions and activities of the department?

11. Is   there   any   subscription   to   any   service   or 11.     Free     service
payment  of  any  fees  or  any  freely  available from         Ubuntu
service to receive IST? Linux.

3.          In  case, you  are  not satisried with the  above, you may   appeal to  the
Smt.   S.   G.   Patwardhan,   Sr.   Dy.   Secretary,   MbpT   and   First   Appellate
Authority,  General Administration  Department,  Mumbal Port Trust,  2nd floor,
Port Bhavan,  Shooiji Vallabhdas Marg, Ballard Estate,  Fort,  Mumbai-400001
against  the  same.   Her  emall  ID  is  s. atwardhan mbai ov.in    and
contact number is 022-66564047. The period within which an Appeal can be
preferred is 30 days from the date of this communication.

Yours faithfully,

ASSTT.  BXEC.  ENGINEER (T/E)
CPIO,  EDP AND E&T WING,

022 -66564136


